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Protexyl®/Serrazyme®
They are two types of fungal proteolytic enzymes, also endowed of anti-inflammatory, antiproliferative, anti-coagulant, anti-viral and immuno-modulating properties. They are also
fibrinolytic, thus also contributing to the breakdown of cardiovascular and cellulite plaque.5

60 tablets
Content per tablet :

It's important to underline the role
played by systemic enzymes in the
solution of auto-immune conditions :
proteases are able to degrade the
pathogenic Circulating Immune
Complexes (CIC); and are also able to
dislodge the auto-antibodies and the
CIC deposited in the tissues's cells's
receptors , thus inhibiting the autoimmune cascade and the formation of
new CIC, by altering the antibody's
structure at the level of the CH2
domain.
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AphaMax®
Antioxidant
The most powerful among all
purified molecules, 40 times
more powerful than more
known molecules such as
quercetine and catechines.1
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Anti-lipoperoxidation
3
in
vivo
studies proved the ability of
AFA-phycocyains to reduce the levels of MDA by
approx. 38% , thus bringing oxidation down from
a pre-pathological to a normal physiological
level.2

MDA : - 38%

Anti-inflammatory
A powerful yet physiologic selective inhibitor of
COX-2 enzymes, with great anti-inflammatory and
analgesic properties.

The
capsaicin
injection
in
the
urinary
bladder of
mice
generates
a
strong
increase
of
inflammatory
extravasation,
(orange
bar);
the
simultaneous
oral ingestion of AphaMax® (green bar)
inhibits inflammation of more than 100% (below
the white bar of the control group).3

“The regular consumption of AlgoZym® seems to be
associated with the almost complete remission of
psoriasis…”
“…the result, after only three weeks,
has been
a significant improvement in the degree of
erhytema and
infiltration,
followed
by
the
gradual disappearance of
vesicles and
exudate ,
up to the almost complete remission
obtained after ten weeks of use of the product...”
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Chemotherapy
We have a long list of empirical cases where AlgoZym® significantly reduced any side
effects of chemotherapy. Here's a study on the ability of an AphaMax-like AFA extract
completely inhibited the renal damages from cisplatinum chemotherapy.4

Curcumine
Curcumine has thousands studies on its efficacy,
but it's not well absorbed. AphaMax® increases
not only its absorption up to 4,000%, but more
importantly favors its rapid migration into
tissues, thus generating an amazing synergy of
two moist powerful molecules with similar
properties.
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